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Porto, Portugal – K1ck eSports Club and MSI announce a partnership for the 2015 Video

Gaming Season.

The world famous gaming notebook, mainboard and graphic card manufacturer MSI

will be officially sponsoring the Portuguese Association K1ck eSports Club, in an

effort to even further develop both the brand and the Electronic Sports in Portugal.

Sharing common interests, ideals and a gaming passion, MSI and K1ck will put in

motion some innovative projects in the area, thus extending the good relations

between them.

K1ck begun its activity in the late nineties, setting a high standard and an example

in the Portuguese Gaming Community. Since September 2005 that K1ck eSports

Club is a legal and registered Association, with many titles conquered in the heat of

many battles. Spreading all around Europe with different teams from different

countries, their main targets are still Portugal and also Spain, having a glorious

present and past composed by many top teams in both countries.

As a world leading gaming brand, MSI’s goal is to become the most trusted name in

gaming and e-sport. They have dedicated countless hours and committed numerous

resources to the eSports community to support the world’s most aspiring and best

gamers and use their knowledge and expertise in their products in return. Every

MSI GAMING product, such as their notebooks, motherboards, All-in-One PCs or

graphics cards are an accumulation of collective wisdom.

K1ck eSports Club Chairman, Pedro Fernandes, thinks that “this is a rather

important announcement for our club as once again we will partner up with such a

huge company. Everybody knows MSI and the role they play in supporting eSports

so it’s with the utmost pleasure that we welcome MSI into our group of partners.”

MSI can be found at www.msi.com

K1ck eSports Club can be found at www.k1ck.com
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